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Assistant Director and Career Coach, CPU
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John Geary (MA '15)
Co-Founder of Abodu
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Amanda Stasinski
Associate Director, CPU

CPU FACULTY (2018–2020)

Financial Economics
Phillip Braun, Clinical Professor of Finance,
Associate Chair of the Finance Department
Anthony DeFusco, Associate Professor of Finance
Robert McDonald, Professor of Finance,
Gaylord Freeman Distinguished Chair in Banking
Dimitris Papanikolaou, Professor of Finance
Viktor Todorov, Harold H. Hines Jr. Professor
of Risk Management, Co-Chair of Faculty Research

Managerial Analytics
Anthony DeFusco, Associate Professor of Finance
Martin Lariviere, Professor of Operations,
Chair of Operations Department, MA Academic Director
Elena Prager, Assistant Professor of Strategy
Yuval Salant, Associate Professor of Managerial
Economics & Decision Sciences

CPU ACADEMIC DIRECTORS

Michael Fishman, FE Academic Director,
Senior Associate Dean – Faculty and Research
Martin Lariviere, MA Academic Director,
Chair of Operations Department

CPU STAFF

Amanda Stasinski, Associate Director
Rachel Taylor, Assistant Director and Career Coach

The CPU staff and faculty would like to extend a sincere thank you to the many student volunteers who generously donated their time and attention in support of our program.
STUDENTS EARNING CERTIFICATES

About the Certificate Program for Undergraduates

The Kellogg School of Management Certificate Program for Undergraduates (CPU) is an elite program that offers exposure to – and preparation for – careers in consulting, financial services and other data-driven professions. Students choose from two certificates: Financial Economics (FE) and Managerial Analytics (MA). Both tracks help students improve their critical thinking skills, business acumen and understanding of strategic models that are used in a wide range of industries and occupations. The graduate-level courses offered are taught by Kellogg faculty. The program builds upon the solid educational grounding students receive at Northwestern University.

FINANCIAL ECONOMICS CERTIFICATE

Irune Andres  Ethan Lewittes  Jack Anthony Stummer
Guanhao Chen  Eric K Li  Changfu Sun
Yuxiang Chen  Jason Zixin Liu *  Yuqi Tang
Zian Chen  Yunqing Liu  Hidde Sebastiaan Verholt
Manan Hareshbhai Dadhania  Tyler Scott Merzer  Mahir Akhil Wagh
Roberto Fernandes Maccagnan  Alexander Morikado  Wandi Wang
Kenneth Fu  Jeremy Barr O’Flynn  Yixian Wang
Michal Gorkowski  George Pan  Yuqi Wei
Liam Haller  William Mason Propper  Daniel Weiss
Andy Hong  Kitra Kavita Razin  Roger Wu
Adam Noor Kapadia  Ray Ren  Huiran Zhang *
Amrita Krishnan *  Kedar Pascal Satyanand  Zi Qiao Zhang
Aaron Edward Ledsky  Sharadh Sivamani

MANAGERIAL ANALYTICS CERTIFICATE

Siddhant Ahuja  Mackenzie Carpenter Hoagland  Brian Wolf Nebolsky
Christoph Bacot Aigner  Erica Walters Hootstein  Anand Bharat Raman
Arshad Taizoon Baxamusa  Alin Hulli  John Michael Repetti
Lorenzo Renato Bergomi  George Lewis Irving  Samuel Benjamin Rubin *
Heather Anne Bolze  Sidhartha Jha  Milan Rupal Shah
Patrick John Bomher  Andrew J. Jiang  Jayden Rajesh Soni
Leo Jean Li-An Carillon *  Prachi Kalra  Jacob Gabriel Stein *
Eunseo Choi  Armaan Kohli  Griffin Taylor Styne
Sabrina S. Clark *  Shayaan Lakhani  Zheng Yin Nicholas Tan
Divy Dangi  Jun Hwa Lee  Puqian Wang
Chrystelle Doueihy *  Imad I Longi *  Adam Wesolowski-Mantilla
Varun Gupta *  Sumer Sanjay Lulla  Jinming Zhang
Erin Delaney Handley  Swetha Marisetty *  
Alyssa Ann Hiraoka  Shazaan Mustafa Moonim

* Recipient of the Professional Excellence Distinction, which recognizes students who have prioritized involvement in integrative learning, community engagement, and career preparedness programs.